Types of mathematical tasks used in secondary classroom instruction
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ABSTRACT

This study examined the quality and types of mathematical tasks used for classroom instruction in an upper secondary school – gymnasium. All the mathematical tasks presented in nine different school classrooms during the first semester of the school year 2018/2019 were analysed against a 5D analytical framework. The dimensions of the individual task analysis were contextual features; the answer forms required; forms of presentation; types of required mathematical activity and cognitive demands involved. Performed analysis gived perspective on the learning opportunities offered in classroom instruction for building mathematical competencies specified in the current state education curriculum. The results indicate that the selection of tasks was not in accordance with the curriculum requirements. Mostly, teachers used close-ended, non-applicative, lower-level cognitive tasks presented in symbolic form, promoting operations and calculations as a central activity. These types of tasks are usually associated with knowledge and skills of lower orders. In this case, classroom instruction had low potential and very little room left to build a significant portion of competencies and learning outcomes of higher orders.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are efforts visible all around the globe aimed at reforming education systems. The operationalization of the key competences for life is the main objective of teaching and learning. Students' real needs and interests are addressed, so they can acquire the skills and habits needed to respond critically and creatively to real life situations in order to handle and solve problems constructively. Nowadays, mathematics is seen as a developer and facilitator of logical, systematically, critical and creative student's thinking [1]. Lately, special efforts have been made for the acquisition of mathematical competencies within core competencies, or “the ability to understand, judge, do, and use mathematics” [2]. Contemporary mathematics teaching and assessment focuses on competency attainment levels, with continuous feedback and follow-up in competency performance improvement. The major responsibility in this regard is to determine the tasks to be used in classroom instruction. The issue of selecting mathematical tasks for classroom instruction is of great interest for mathematics education researchers [2-7], since tasks are an essential part of mathematics teaching and learning [8].

Effective teaching and construction of mathematical competences relates mainly to the use of rich, varied, meaningful and worthwhile mathematical tasks [9, 10]. A proper task selection and the way they are
presented and processed with students are key factors that determine the potential and opportunities for deep and meaningful conceptual understanding [11]. Solving of familiar tasks, for instance, often does not require any kind of conceptual understanding [12], so it does not bring any benefit in that direction. Proper selection, among other things, implies the use of diverse types of tasks that cover a wide range of learning outcomes. A narrow range of task types matches with a narrow range of learning outcomes. Based on recent research, such as [7, 13-15] the use of textbooks as the sole source for classroom task selection is scarce. Usually, textbooks do not facilitate the development of a full range of mathematical competences. Therefore, teachers’ commitment in this regard is vital [16]. The use of various resources for task selection, as well as formulating, designing and modifying own tasks is of utmost importance. Selection of tasks, formulating and changing them are important aspects of lesson planning [17].

Moreover, different types of tasks have different weight, role and potential in mathematics teaching and learning [18, 19]. Not all mathematical tasks offer the same learning opportunities [20]. An appropriate choice of tasks helps students move to higher levels of mathematical thinking and learning [21]. The weight, role, and potential that mathematical tasks possess in terms of learning mathematics are determined mainly by analysing their essential features and the demands they place on students. A very important feature of mathematical tasks is the level of cognitive demand placed in order to carry on a task. The level of cognitive demand placed by a mathematical task represents the way and type of thinking needed to solve a task. The cognitive level of the task is usually defined based on the depth of conceptual mathematical thinking. There are several commonly used taxonomies to structure and classify mathematical tasks based on their cognitive requirements. For the present analysis, the Level Cognitive Demand (LCD) framework developed by Stein & Smith is used [22].

The real-world contexts involved with a mathematical task represent a feature that plays a significant role in linking school mathematics tasks with students’ real experiences. Therefore, the categorisation of a mathematical task according to the type, amount and nature of the context embedded in it is a very frequent dimension of task characterization. There are several frameworks and methods for categorizing mathematical tasks based on the type, extent and nature of the contexts involved. The current categorisation of tasks based on their contextual features is adopted according to the views of authors in [23].

Traditional mathematics classroom instruction relies heavily on calculations and the symbolic form of communication. The redefinition of mathematical competence, on the other hand, is associated with other types of mathematical activity besides calculating. In [24], four types of mathematical activity are identified: representation and modelling activity, operation and calculation activity, interpretation activity, argumentation and reasoning activity. In [10, 24] mathematical tasks are differentiated and categorised based on the main activity/activities required to carry on a task. This analytical dimension provides information on classroom instruction potential for developing the full range of mathematical skills.

Another important dimension of differentiating mathematical tasks is their form of presentation. The presentation of tasks can be done in different modes and forms - verbal, symbolic, visual and combined one. The forms of communication in mathematics classrooms are interrelated and depend on the variety of forms of presentation of mathematical tasks. All the mentioned forms must be included in today's mathematics classroom instruction. Different and multiple presentation and communication forms facilitate the development of representation, modelling and communication skills. The current categorisation of tasks based on their form of presentation is adopted according to the views of authors in [23].

The answer type required by the tasks used for the classroom instruction indicates whether the teaching approach is open or closed. An open teaching approach creates a rich environment for creativity, autonomy and deeper levels of conceptual understanding. It is commonly conveyed through incorporating ill-structured tasks that have more than one solving path and several or many solutions. A closed teaching approach relies mainly on fully defined tasks, which usually have only one way of solving and only one solution. The current categorisation of tasks based on the answer type required is adopted according to the views of authors in [23].

Kosova is the youngest state in Europe. It gained independence in 2008, after ending war against Serbian occupation in 1999. One of the most pressing issues in post-war Kosova was the advancement of the education system. The old education system inherited from the Yugoslav era and Serbian occupation was totally dysfunctional. Mathematics curriculum was a purely traditional one with teacher-centered teaching, an abstract approach to mathematical concepts, rote learning, and a focus on developing students’ skills for automated calculations, operations, algorithms and procedures [15]. Two state education curricula have been developed since the end of the war. The first one was issued in the 2003/2004 school year. The first after-war curriculum brought important, constructivist changes to the entire education system. It brought a lot of change in mathematics teaching and learning, too. It broadened the range of mathematics learning outcomes, introduced the concept of problem solving, exploration and higher order thinking skills. But, Kosova was still too far behind the developed part of Europe. The unfulfilled need to build a modern...
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Table 2. The analytical framework used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contextual features [23]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-applicative tasks</td>
<td>No connection with reality-related contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictitious-application tasks</td>
<td>Contain reality-related contexts designed by the author/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic-applications</td>
<td>Contain real-life data or data collected by students from their daily lives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of presentation [23]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>Tasks presented in textual form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Tasks presented in visual form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Tasks presented in combined modes of two or three presentation forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer forms required [23]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close-ended tasks</td>
<td>Have only one answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-ended tasks</td>
<td>Have several or many correct answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple response tasks</td>
<td>Respondents select only correct answers from the choices offered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical activity involved [10, 24]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representations and modelling tasks</td>
<td>Require the presentation of mathematical data in different forms; the translation of mathematical data from one representation to another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation and operation tasks</td>
<td>Require the performance of mathematical calculations, calculations, transformations, geometric constructions etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation tasks</td>
<td>Require the recognition, reading and contextual interpretation of mathematical relations or data presented in different forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argumentation and reasoning tasks</td>
<td>Require elaborations, descriptions and stringing of the right arguments that lead to a conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of cognitive demand [22]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorisation tasks</td>
<td>Involve the reproduction of previously learned rules, facts, formulas or definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures with no connection tasks</td>
<td>Involve the performance of general procedures and algorithms, without making any connections to the underlying concepts or meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures with connection tasks</td>
<td>Involve the performance of general procedures and algorithms making connections to the underlying concepts or meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing math tasks</td>
<td>Involve complex and non-algorithmic thinking, exploration and understanding of mathematics concepts, processes or relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 gives an overview of the contextual characteristics of the tasks analyzed according to the classrooms. The graph shows a deep imbalance in the representation of existing categories. Vast majority of tasks presented in all nine classrooms are of non-applicative type. Exactly 99.30% of them belong in this category. The other two categories are almost unrepresented. Both contain 0.70% of the tasks, with only one of the tasks being of an authentic-applicative type. But, challenging students with contextual problems is one of the explicit requirements of our curriculum. Students should “describe and solve problem situations that arise within mathematics and in contexts from other fields as well as from shared experiences of everyday life [26]. We must recall here the very poor performance of Kosovar students the first two times of participation in PISA 2015 and PISA 2018. One of the major factors of this poor performance appears to be our students' non-exposure to contextual tasks. This extreme non-exposure has also been documented in several other local studies that have examined the presence of contexts in mathematics textbooks [27-29] at different schooling levels, and classroom assessment in elementary school [25, 30].

Figure 1. Contextual features of the analyzed tasks according to the classrooms
The findings on the forms of task presentation according to the classrooms are shown in Figure 2. Vast majority of the used tasks, 80.38%, are presented in symbolic form. Only 7.13% of the tasks are presented with text, while 4.22% of the tasks have a visual form. The remaining 8.26% are of combined form. Moreover, the identified visual representations are mainly in the form of numerical set diagrams. Other types of visual representations such as pictures related with real-world contexts, graphs etc. are not represented at all. Findings indicate that the central form of mathematics classroom communication is the symbolic one. Much advantage is given to symbolic form compared to other forms of presenting ideas, concepts and problems. In this case, both textual and visual form of mathematical communication is highly neglected, despite the fact these two forms have an important function in mathematics teaching and learning. Both forms facilitate the modelling, representation and problem-solving skills.

Figure 2. Forms of presentation of the analyzed tasks according to the classrooms

Figure 3 reveals the results on the answer form required by the tasks. Findings indicate that vast majority of tasks, 95.21% of them, are close-ended ones. Eight tasks or 0.38% of the total number of tasks analysed are open-ended ones, and the remaining 4.41% are of multiple-choice type. Results indicate a strictly closed approach to mathematics instruction. This type of instruction does not allow much room for the construction of a wide range of skills related to creativity, production and autonomous strategies. Current findings combined with very similar findings from a recent local study examining test design as an assessment tool in elementary mathematics classrooms [25] argue that an open approach to mathematics teaching and learning is not at all familiar to Kosovar teachers.

Figure 3. The answer forms required in the analysed tasks according to the classrooms
Figure 4 gives an insight into the mathematical activities required of students in order to solve the tasks. The coding of tasks was done according to the main activity required in the task. There are 85.97% of the total number of tasks analysed fall in the category of mathematical calculations and operations. Representation or modelling is required in 12.62% of tasks as the main activity. Most of such tasks were presented in the tenth grade. A small portion of tasks, 5.11% of them, require interpretation of mathematical representations, expressions or formulas and only 4.79% of tasks require argumentation or reasoning as a central activity. The results on mathematical activities indicate a rather traditional way of mathematics teaching and learning. Students are trained mainly in the domain of calculations and operations. Interpreting skills as well as argumentation and reasoning skills are almost completely overlooked.

Findings related to the cognitive demands conveyed by the analysed tasks are shown in Figure 5. 87.66% of tasks are of low cognitive level. The major fraction of these low cognitive level tasks is procedural ones, with no relation to the concepts and meanings behind the procedures needed for solving them. A small fraction of these tasks are memorization ones. Those are carried on with the help of memorized facts and rules. This group of tasks includes many cases where students might carry out the task in a very meaningless and almost absent-minded way. Only 3.52% of the total numbers of the tasks relate to autonomous solution strategies and strategies, while the rest of the higher cognitive level tasks can be solved using general procedures associated with the concepts and meanings behind these procedures. Once again, the results do not indicate alignment with higher-order curriculum requirements. Most of the tasks analyzed promote memorization and automated procedures applications, they do not deal with conceptual and meaningful understanding at all. Only a small fraction of tasks has the potential to develop critical and creative thinking through deep conceptual understanding. The time spent for classroom instruction is not well managed, given the cognitive demands of presented tasks “... if more time were spent in classroom with students engaged in working on cognitively demanding nonroutine tasks, as opposed to exercises in which a known procedure is practiced, student’s opportunities for thinking and learning would likely be enhance” [11].
4. CONCLUSION

The findings indicate a significant imbalance in representation of the different categories within each of the analytical dimensions examined. Given that all the participating categories have their own importance and diverse role in the building of intended competences and learning outcomes, all of them must have a balanced representation in classroom instruction. In such a case of huge imbalances, negative implications for learning are very expectable. The current Kosovar curriculum sets out a wide range of intended learning outcomes for mathematics. Besides the factual knowledge and procedural skills, its intentions are attainment of higher order thinking and reasoning skills, critical and creative thinking and real-world competencies. In addition to the noted imbalances between categories, the findings show that most of the tasks used for classroom instruction relate to categories that mainly contribute to lower order learning outcomes.

Mostly, teachers used close-ended, non-applicable, lower-level cognitive tasks presented in symbolic form, promoting operations and calculations as a central activity. These tasks typically emphasize memorization and promote operations and calculations through automated procedures. Tasks which have the potential for developing critical and creative thinking; deep conceptual understanding; interpretation, application and modelling skills – are very rare ones. As far as the opportunities offered by the selected types of tasks are considered, the classroom instruction in this case, is not well aligned with the current state curriculum requirements for the field of mathematics. In conclusion, it can be said that based on the performed analysis on the types of tasks used for classroom instruction, the implemented classroom curriculum is not in line with the state intended curriculum. The tasks used enable very little or no space for wide range of intended learning outcomes of higher orders.
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